Abstract: Fibromyalgia (FM) and myalgic encephalomyelitis/chronic fatigue syndrome (ME/CFS) are diseases of unknown etiology presenting complex and often overlapping symptomatology. Despite promising advances on the study of miRNomes of these diseases, no validated molecular diagnostic biomarker yet exists. Since FM and ME/CFS patient treatments commonly include polypharmacy, it is of concern that biomarker miRNAs are masked by drug interactions. Aiming at discriminating between drug-effects and true disease-associated differential miRNA expression, we evaluated the potential impact of commonly prescribed drugs on disease miRNomes, as reported by the literature. By using the web search tools SM2miR, Pharmaco-miR, and repoDB, we found a list of commonly prescribed drugs that impact FM and ME/CFS miRNomes and therefore could be interfering in the process of biomarker discovery. On another end, disease-associated miRNomes may incline a patient's response to treatment and toxicity. Here, we explored treatments for diseases in general that could be affected by FM and ME/CFS miRNomes, finding a long list of them, including treatments for lymphoma, a type of cancer affecting ME/CFS patients at a higher rate than healthy population. We conclude that FM and ME/CFS miRNomes could help refine pharmacogenomic/pharmacoepigenomic analysis to elevate future personalized medicine and precision medicine programs in the clinic.
Introduction
Fibromyalgia (FM) is a debilitating disorder characterized by a low pain threshold and muscle tenderness accompanied by bowel abnormalities, sleep disturbances, depressive episodes, cognitive problems, and chronic pain [1] [2] [3] [4] . Though commonly comorbid with myalgic encephalomyelitis/chronic fatigue syndrome (ME/CFS), a disease also showing a complex clinical pathophysiology [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , (pharmacoepigenomics), with the aim of elevating predictions of the most effective and safest options towards improved personalized treatments in the clinic [52] [53] [54] [55] . In addition to epigenetic regulation of drug targets, regulation of genes related to drug absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion (ADME) may translate into significant inter-individual differences to drug response [56] . In this context, it should be of relevance to take into account a patient's FM or/and ME/CFS condition when standardized treatments for diseases other than FM and ME/CFS are in need. In particular, FM and ME/CFS associated miRNA profiles might promote drug efficacy or inhibit drug function when compared to non-FM and non-ME/CFS patients and consequently impact or influence an FM and ME/CFS patient's response to pharmacological treatments or sensitivity to adverse reactions. Interestingly, and in line with this, FM and ME/CFS patients report suffering from multiple chemical sensitivity [57] .
In this paper, we have interrogated the potential impact of commonly prescribed drugs to treat FM and ME/CFS on miRNA profiles in an effort to discern between miRNAs potentially linked to disease from those that might be a consequence of drug intake. We have also evaluated miRNA-target gene-drug interactions of differentially expressed (DE) miRNAs in FM and ME/CFS as an approach to determine the ability or predisposition of these patients to respond to common clinical treatments for diseases in general, including diseases other than FM and ME/CFS, which may appear comorbid at some point in FM and ME/CFS patients' lives.
Materials and Methods

Study Search
To locate experimental work aimed at studying miRNA profiles in FM or ME/CFS, a bibliographic search following the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) criteria [58] was performed using Pubmed and Web of Science databases [59, 60] up to January 2019. The search terms used in "all fields" included: "fibromyalgia" AND "microRNA" OR "miR" on one search, and "chronic fatigue syndrome" AND "CFS" in combination with "microRNA" OR "miR" in another. The use of the term "myalgic encephalomyelitis" to describe the disease in other searches did not yield any additional experimental publications in the field. The trial Pubmed Labs tool, including article snippets and other improvements was also used in the search [61] . Manual curation to filter out non-experimental or unrelated hits was applied.
For compounds commonly prescribed to treat symptoms in FM and ME/CFS, a search in the Cochrane library and Pubmed databases [59, 62] was performed using as search terms either "fibromyalgia systematic review" AND "drug," "chronic fatigue syndrome" AND "CFS systematic review" AND "drug," or "myalgic encephalomyelitis systematic review" AND "drug." Most recently updated reviews were adopted as reference manuscripts.
Identification of miRNA-Drug-Disease Interactions
Features of miRNA and drug understudies, International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) names included, were found in miRBase and Drugbank databases, respectively [63, 64] . FM and ME/CFS miRNomes were evaluated for miRNA-drug interactions using either SM2miR or Pharmaco-miR web search tools [50, 65] . To find potential miRNomes derived from patient polypharmacy, SM2miR output was filtered using as criteria "drugs commonly prescribed to treat FM and ME/CFS symptoms," as described in the previous Section 2.1. Treatments to disease to which FM and ME/CFS patients may respond differently from non-FM and non-ME/CFS populations were spotted by searching the repoDB database [66] with the Pharmaco-miR drug hits obtained with FM or ME/CFS miRNome searches.
Results
miRNomes Associating with the Studied Diseases
miRNomes of FM
By reviewing the literature, as described in Methods, we found five studies reporting differential expression (DE) of particular miRNAs in FM patients with respect to healthy populations using multiplex approaches, either microarrays or RT-qPCR panels (Table 1 and Table S1 ). One of them measured miRNA levels in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) [67] , while the rest evaluated them in blood fractions [68] [69] [70] [71] -two used white blood cells [69, 71] and two analyzed serum [68, 70] .
According to these reports, a total of 85 FM patients and 86 healthy participants were screened for differential miRNA expression, and little coincidence was found (only 9 miRNAs reported by more than one study) ( Table 1 , miRNAs in bold) even within the same blood fraction type and in spite of using common diagnostic criteria (ACR 1990) . Gene Ontology (GO) analysis, however, more commonly showed metabolic and neural pathways associating to DE miRNAs, indicating common cellular pathways affected by different FM miRNomes.
miRNomes of ME/CFS
A similar bibliographic search to the one performed in FM (Section 3.1.1 of this manuscript) yielded, after filtering out unrelated, gene-focused studies, only three studies showing DE of miRNAs in ME/CFS at basal levels, yet, they included a similar total number of patients and controls (83 and 47, respectively) ( Table 2 ) [72] [73] [74] . It should be noted that an additional multiplex miRNA study evaluating the DE of miRNAs in ME/CFS upon an exercise challenge was excluded on the basis of reporting no basal disease miRNomes [75] . Again, as in FM studies, little overlap of DE miRNAs could be found across ME/CFS studies (only 4 miRNAs were reported by more than one ME/CFS study, bold miRNAs in Table 2 ). In this case, this could be somehow expected as blood fractions and diagnostic criteria varied across studies. In fact, only the most recent study by Petty et al. included the more restrictive Canadian criteria for patient selection [74] . Nevertheless, once more, a coincidence of mainly affected GO terms was found, indicating major immune defects in ME/CFS through different miRNomes. miR-136-5p, miR-4306, miR-744-5p, miR-4301, miR-151a-3p, miR-584-5p, miR-4288, miR-221-3p, miR-151a-5p, miR-199a-5p, miR-126-3p, miR-126-5p, miR-130a-3p, miR-146a-5p, miR-125a-5p, miR-4429, miR-320b, miR-320a, miR-320c, miR-17-3p, miR-423-3p, miR-425-5p, miR-4291, miR-652-3p, miR-103b-3p, miR-199a-3p, miR-335-5p, miR-331-3p, miR-339-5p, miR-92a-3p, let-7b-5p, miR-222-3p, miR-33a, let-7i-5p, miR-185-5p, miR-22-3p, miR-148b-3p, miR-103a-3p, let-7d-5p, miR-4289, miR-107, miR-30d-5p, miR-301a-3p, miR-374c-5p, miR-17-5p, miR-18b-5p, miR-1 Bolded miRs correspond to miRs DE according to more than one ME/CFS study. Underlined miRs correspond to miRs DE in FM and ME/CFS studies. This table has been adapted from Almenar-Perez, E.; Ovejero, T.; Sánchez-Fito, T.; Espejo, J.A.; Nathanson, L.; Oltra, E. Epigenetic components of Myalgic Encephalomyelitis/Chronic Fatigue Syndrome (ME/CFS) uncover potential transposable element activation (Clin Ther, accepted, special issue: "Immunology Specialty Update on CFS/ME.", Elsevier 2019).
Surprisingly as many as 19 miRNAs were found to be commonly reported as DE by FM and ME/CFS studies, the significance of which is unknown at present (miRNAs underlined in Tables 1  and 2 ).
Polypharmacy Potentially Impacting miRNA Profiles
As mentioned above, our general aims included determining drug-miRNA and drug-disease interactions in the context of FM, or ME/CFS miRNomes, for the purpose of identifying potential interference of drugs in miRNA profiling, which could bias research outcomes on one hand and, on the other, determine whether disease miRNA profiles could influence drug response in these patients. This section focuses on selecting drugs commonly prescribed to FM and ME/CFS patients to evaluate the effect that polypharmacy might have on miRNomes of these diseases.
Polypharmacy in FM
Based on the recent Cochrane report by Häuser et al. [44] , drugs that have been commonly used to treat FM in the clinical practice can be classified into the following six classes: antidepressants, antiepileptics, antipsychotics, cannabinoids, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), and opioids. Rather than analyzing the quality of evidence of clinical trials using these substances, we were interested in assigning the active principle and IUPAC names to the reported compounds, to facilitate our downstream analysis (Table 3) . Additional literature supporting the use of compounds for each of the six classes described by Häuser et al. to treat FM patients is provided in Table 3 [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] [93] .
Polypharmacy in ME/CFS
Opposite to FM, no drug-based Cochrane review for the treatment of ME/CFS could be found. The three hits obtained by using the MeSH search terms "chronic fatigue syndrome" were reviews on exercise, CBT (cognitive behaviour therapy) and Chinese herbs [94] [95] [96] . Therefore, we decided to use the recent reviews by Collatz et al. and Smith et al. as reference papers to evaluate common drug-based ME/CFS therapies [46, 47] . Additional bibliography supporting the use of polypharmacy in ME/CFS was also included [46, 48, [97] [98] [99] [100] [101] [102] [103] [104] [105] . Similar to what has been described in Section 3.2.1, a documented summary of drugs commonly prescribed to ME/CFS patients that could impact miRNA screenings is shown in Table 4 together with active principles and IUPAC names.
Although possibly not complete, Tables 3 and 4 include the most representative compounds to treat FM and ME/CFS according to the consulted authors [44, 48, [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] [93] [97] [98] [99] [100] [101] [102] [103] [104] [105] . Unexpectedly, a single IUPAC overlap, corresponding to the selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor (SSRI) fluoxetine, was found for drugs commonly prescribed for FM and ME/CFS (in bold in Tables 3 and 4) , indicating little prescription overlap at the IUPAC name level despite both groups of patients presenting common symptomatology. Special attention should be placed to common prescriptions as they may more readily allow for identifying the effects of drugs on miRNA levels over disease-related changes. Drugs commonly prescribed to both FM and ME/CFS patients are bolded. Proliferation inductor from B cells Drugs commonly prescribed to both FM and ME/CFS patients are bolded.
Intravenous immunoglobulin (Immunoglobulin G) (2S)-2-[[(2S)-1-[(2S)-6-amino-2-[[(2S,3R)-2-[[(2S)-6-amino-2-[[(2S)-2-[[(2S)-4-amino-2-[[(2S)-2-amino-3-(1H-indol-3-yl)propanoyl]amino]-4-oxobutanoyl]amino]propanoyl]amino]hexanoyl]amino]-3-hydroxybutanoyl]amino]hexanoyl]pyrrolidine-2-carbonyl]amino]-5-(diaminomethylideneamino)pentanoic acid
miRNA-Drug Interactions in FM and ME/CFS
With the intention to discriminate whether the miRNomes proposed to associate with FM or with ME/CFS are derived from drug intake differences between the patient and control groups, we performed a screen of drugs that could alter any of the miRNAs in these miRNomes using the SM2miR web server [65] and each of the individual DE miRNAs or disease miRNome as the input, as previously detailed in the Methods section.
The SM2miR drug output file (Table S2) was contrasted with the FM and ME/CFS polypharmacy tables (Tables 3 and 4) , and it was found that five of the commonly prescribed drugs for FM or ME/CFS (DHA, fluoxetine, glucocorticoids, morphine, and valproate) are estimated to alter the levels of one or more of the miRNAs found DE in FM or ME/CFS screenings (potential disease-associated miRNomes) and therefore these drugs could constitute confounding variables of the assay (Table 5 ) [106] [107] [108] [109] [110] [111] . Overlapping tendencies may suggest that the detected differences between studied groups associate with treatment rather than constituting potential biomarkers of disease, while opposed tendencies might reflect additional factors leading to differential expression other than drug intake, disease status included. Importantly, as summarized in Table 5 , the expression of miRNA-27b reported in miRNomes of both FM and ME/CFS in more than one report [67, 74] is affected by the only overlapping compound commonly prescribed for treatment of both diseases (fluoxetine), indicating a potential drug-interference effect. Three additional miRNAs reported as miRNomes of ME/CFS by more than one study (miR-26a, miR-126, and miR-191) are also affected by drugs frequently prescribed to ME/CFS patients, so special attention should be paid when interpreting miRNome results including these miRNAs.
It must be pointed out that, in an effort to complete the search as much as possible, the list of DE miRNAs in FM and ME/CFS used in the SM2miR search not only included the miRNAs listed in Tables 1 and 2 but also those documented in the supplementary tables of the listed literature [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] .
Drug-Disease Interactions Based on FM and ME/CFS miRNomes
To evaluate potential biased responses of FM and ME/CFS patients to pharmacotherapy in general, due to their DE miRNA profiles, we searched for diseases commonly treated with small-molecule drugs that depend on gene sets linked to FM or ME/CFS miRNomes (miRNA-gene-drug datasets). With this purpose, individual DE miRNAs in FM or ME/CFS were used as input in the Pharmaco-miR web search tool [50] . The output constituted a list of genes whose expression is dependent on FM and ME/CFS DE miRNAs (Table S3 ) and a third column facilitating small molecule drug associations for these gene lists. Among the 709 small molecules linked to FM miRNome, only 595 appeared registered in the Drugbank database. Out of the 668 small molecules associating with ME/CFS miRNomes, 557 appeared registered in Drugbank [64] .
Finally, Drugbank numbers of these small molecules were used as the input to search repoDB, a database of small drugs developed by Brown and Patel to facilitate screenings for drug repositioning [66] . The results (Table S3 , miRNome-drug-disease tabs) show 1480 and 1455 diseases treated with small molecules, respectively, associating with FM or ME/CFS miRNomes after filtering out duplications. Out of these diseases potentially impacting individualized medicine programs for FM and ME/CFS patients, more than 30% corresponded to cancer of some type. Within cancer, 13% corresponded to lymphoma, and 14% to lymphoma plus leukemia. This seems to indicate that quite possibly FM and ME/CFS patients may respond differently to treatments for these diseases with respect to non-FM and non-ME/CFS patients, so it is advised that attention be paid to individualized medicine programs for the treatment of these cancers in the case of FM and CFS/ME patients. 
Discussion
This paper is the first to evaluate the relationship between commonly prescribed drugs for FM and ME/CFS and miRNA expression and compares these profiles to FM-and ME/CFS-reported miRNomes in an effort to discern miRNAs presenting differential expression due to medication from differences more likely related to disease. The resources used in this study are limited and therefore it is expected that the evidence presented here will be refined as more data becomes available. The topic is not exclusive to FM and ME/CFS, as it can be extended to any other study evaluating miRNomes associated with disease. However, the fact that FM and ME/CFS patients are usually polymedicated to palliate the multiple symptoms that associate with these illnesses extends this concern to higher levels, particularly demanding careful registry of study participants' medication, when restrictive medication inclusion criteria is not an option. In this sense, the ME/CFS Common Data Elements initiative [49] has made publicly available medication guidelines and CRFs at the disposition of researchers, which may help standardize medication registry in ME/CFS studies.
Although some researchers have expressed their concern of the impact of drug use by FM and ME/CFS patients on the study of molecular markers and although recent work in the area is already reporting the medication used by participants [71, 112] , the information of registered drugs is not yet used to evaluate potential interference or bias of results. To elevate biomarker screenings of FM and ME/CFS based on miRNA profiles, complex stratified analysis to filter out potential drug and other confounding variables will be required. The complexity and limitations of this analysis is served by the fact that miRNA expression responds to many cues, such as exercise and diet, hormones, sex, and aging [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] .
A commonly used approach to minimize confounding variables, although not free of certain difficulties for sampling, is to set restrictive inclusion criteria including sex selection, narrow age range, and BMI. This is important in miRNA screenings as these parameters are known to affect miRNA profiles [113] . Additional sampling details such as fasting blood draw and the selection of sedentary healthy controls may improve study outcomes. Some authors have even taken into account time of blood collection to reduce circadian variation [71] , but it may not be possible to eliminate polypharmacy, particularly in studies including severely affected FM and ME/CFS patients.
Prescriptions for other common health problems such as diabetes or high cholesterol, diet supplements and some recreational drugs alter the expression of some miRNAs in FM and ME/CFS miRNomes (Table S4) [107, [114] [115] [116] [117] [118] [119] [120] [121] [122] [123] [124] [125] . Hormones and other natural compounds also impact FM and ME/CFS miRNomes (Table S5) [106, [126] [127] [128] [129] [130] [131] [132] [133] [134] [135] [136] , stressing the necessity for researchers to collect complete medical histories of participants to accurately evaluate miRNAs as biomarkers of these diseases.
Though FM and ME/CFS miRNomes relate to disease or derive from chronic polypharmacy use, DE miRs should represent a relevant factor to take into account when treatments for other diseases such as cancer are due. Here, we performed an analysis of the diseases whose treatment response could differ in the context of FM and ME/CFS miRNomes, and found a broad range of them. The major representation of cancer (above 35%) might merely reflect the fact that more studies are registered in the field, biasing databases. Importantly, a relevant number of hits associated with lymphoma, a type of cancer appearing at higher incidence among ME/CFS patients [137] , is possibly due to associated immune dysfunctions of this disease.
Personalized medicine programs considering miRNome backgrounds may more adequately select effective treatments with reduced side effects. It is therefore envisioned that future improved therapeutic analysis, including pharmacogenomics and pharmacoepigenomics (precision medicine programs), will rely on complex software tools fed with large datasets. Further miRNA profiling studies including a larger number of samples are required to build on the scarce available FM and ME/CFS miRNome data. Since technical variability in miRNA qPCR replicates has been documented, with TaqMan overweighing qScript PCR [138] , future studies should include repeated independent measures or either use alternative enzyme-free approaches such as NanoString [139] .
In general, we have evaluated the effects of polypharmacy and miRNomes at individual levels, meaning that the information obtained here corresponds to the effects of a single drug on DE miRNAs or the impact of an individual miRNA on drug performance, but the effects of combined therapies on miRNA profiles or sets of DE miRNAs on drug response may not replicate or be additive of single events, highlighting the limitation of our study. In addition, most molecular data come from analysis of blood or other body fluid samples and more sparingly from non-cancerous solid tissues, limiting the validity of our results, as miRNA profiles are known to be tissue-restricted [140] . Drug assays are performed in either animal models or tumor cell lines leading to results that may not replicate in other systems, especially since many miRNAs are primate or human-specific [63, 141] .
In summary, as larger data sets become available to nurture databanks, biomarker discovery will be facilitated and personalized medicine programs will be refined, upgrading current diagnostic tools and clinical treatments. Drug-transcriptome interactions are key factors in either context, particularly in diseases subject to polypharmacy such as FM and ME/CFS.
Conclusions
The analysis presented here seem to support a potential impact of FM and ME/CFS polypharmacy in the discovery of miRNomes associating with these diseases. Based on this possibility, caution is advised when designing studies aimed at determining DE miRNAs linked to these diseases, including complete drug registry to permit stratified analysis.
FM and ME/CFS miRNomes may predispose patients to respond differently to a large variety of drug-based treatments, including those used for a large number of cancers, highlighting the importance of considering this epigenomic bias in refined personalized programs towards improving a patient's response to clinical treatments while minimizing toxicity. It is estimated that more sophisticated informatic tools will help with these predictions, but the paucity of molecular studies in FM and ME/CFS currently limits their development.
The results presented here are not definitive at this stage, but their observations should stimulate additional studies to further explore miRNA-drug interactions in the context of FM and ME/CFS.
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